
Have you and your body been

involved in the loveless battle that 

is the war of diets between you, 

food and your dress size? If you’re

yet to see the light (let alone feel it),

then it's time to down tools!

Our body holds the key to our weight, so 

we need to refocus our attention within,

instead of on external factors like calories 

and exercise. By doing this, we can unlock

potential for the completion of this negative

cycle as we experience how light peace 

within the body can truly feel.       

Mind and body 
As we turn our gaze inward we discover there 

is a particular organ that determines not just the

management of our weight but also underpins

the relationship between food and our emotions.

According to Chinese medicine this very same

organ, the spleen, is also responsible for our

nourishment and for transformation on all 

levels of our being. 

A closer look at the spleen's physiological

function supports this, revealing that it's actually

a primary organ of digestion, absorbing the

nutrients from our food to nourish our body. If

the spleen energy is too weak then we are

unable to receive optimal nourishment, either

from food or supplements, as the nutrients

remain undigested and our body goes hungry.

Interestingly, on a rather more subtle level,

Chinese medicine teaches us that the spleen

behaves in the same way with our emotions 

as it does with our physiology. A weak spleen

creates difficulty in absorbing emotional

nourishment; for example, if someone pays 

us a compliment we find it hard to accept,

literally starving ourselves of the potential

emotional nourishment both from others

and, perhaps more importantly, 

from ourselves.  

Getting heavy?
So, healing and energising the spleen is an

inspired way to address our weight, as we

also stimulate its associated energy centre

the sacral chakra, home to our emotions 

and feelings, and connected with some of

the digestive organs and, crucially, our

weight. If weight was a simple matter of

calories in and out, then it would be much

easier for us to control and that battle would

cease. The fact is that our body is far more

complex than we may believe, and there 

is a strong relationship between our

emotions and our food choices. What's

more, it is how our body processes both of

these that determines our weight, so without

addressing this we cannot achieve health

and lightness.

To compound matters, if we are not

digesting our emotions with ease then we

won’t digest food with ease either! Heavy

emotions combined with a slim comfortable

tummy are impossible when you believe all

of this is primarily governed by the spleen

energy and sacral chakra.

Ironically, even though we feel heavy if

spleen energy is weak, our body will actually

be starving, physically and emotionally. This

potent combination is at the root of those
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overwhelming cravings to eat as our body is

hungry, on all levels. We quickly become

consumed with finding quick ways to fill the

void. As long as this continues our relationship

with food becomes increasingly unhealthy, and

our emotions become heavy with the

associated guilt.  

Lighten up 
So, we can easily understand how weak

spleen energy may be the root of both comfort

eating and seemingly uncontrollable urges for

our favourite comforting foods. It is also clear

why many of us resort to food to fill emotional

hunger, even if we don't feel physically hungry.

In contrast, imagine a vibrant spleen

energy: there would be easy absorption of

nutrients from food during digestion, feeding

our body, while we would also be taking in

vital emotional nourishment, facilitating our

self love. Here we would experience both

comfort and satisfaction, and our food

choices would be from a place of

contentment. This would make a huge

difference to the types of food we'd gravitate

towards, their quantity and how we digest

them, which, in this case would be with ease,

leaving our tummy feeling full of light!

The spleen is also home to the mothering

instinct in both men and women which, as we

get older, becomes more prominent since we

take over the care from our mother. If our

spleen energy isn’t strong then this instinct to

care for ourselves is not as prominent as it

should be, and instead of choosing food,

lifestyles, friends, jobs and exercise because

they feel good and are beneficial for us, we

become disconnected and find it harder to

instinctively make choices that serve our

highest good. Just think how many people

want to lose weight and take better care of

themselves, but find it incredibly difficult to

make the decision to do both. Strengthening

the spleen would be a perfect place to begin
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3 WAYS TO Love your spleen
1Try a little colour therapy by surrounding yourself with orange. Get an orange cushion,

blanket, shawl or visualise a ball of orange colour around your sacral 

area as you meditate, and use this time to send love and care to your spleen.

2Your spleen loves homeliness and routine so eat and sleep regularly to reduce shock

to your system. Also, make sure you work to create a warm, nurturing environment

throughout your home.

3Your spleen loves touch, making massage an excellent way to support and 

nurture this organ. 
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